Humor at Work

More companies discover laughter can unite, delight and ignite creativity among their employees and leaders
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Newark Journalists Association: a new breed of journalism

By NICHOLAS HERSH

The Courant-Journal "Humor at Work" supplement was published in 1995, an unexpected event in the world of journalism. But it wasn't just a supplement; it was a movement. The Courant-Journal "Humor at Work" supplement was a chance for journalists to share their own stories of how laughter can unite, delight and ignite creativity among their employees and leaders.

Humor and creativity are closely related. When we think about humor, we often think about the ability to laugh. But when it comes to creativity, humor can be just as important. It can help us to see things in a new light, challenge our assumptions, and encourage us to think outside the box.

The Courant-Journal "Humor at Work" supplement was a chance for journalists to share their own stories of how laughter can unite, delight and ignite creativity among their employees and leaders. They shared stories of how they used humor to help their teams work together, to generate new ideas, and to spark creativity in their work.

I always go the extra mile. I am not afraid. I am willing to laugh at myself. When you're ready, you're ready.

- Mark Elin, the self-dubbed Comedian

The Courant-Journal "Humor at Work" supplement was a reminder that humor is not just a way to make people laugh. It's a powerful tool that can help us to achieve our goals, build stronger relationships, and unlock our creativity. So next time you're feeling stuck, try using humor to help you find a new perspective.
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